
MY BUS IS 
LEAVING

DIRECTIONS FOR BUSES THAT LEAVE SITE 
after drop off and RETURN for pick up

Chartering a bus is welcomed and encouraged. This information is for buses leaving the site after dropping off passengers and returning to collect. If your bus 
is staying on site for the duration, please refer to the My Bus is Staying info. To ensure you have the least possible hassles, there are two steps to complete:

Thanks very much for taking the bus. 

1. Drive down the far left lane of the driveway and follow 
the signs to the Bus Stop at Reception. Reception staff 
will board the bus and check-in all valid ticket holders. 
Passengers should stay on the bus until everyone is 
checked in.

2. If dropping off in the campgrounds, please follow 
directions of the Traffic Control team, keeping to a 
one-way road system. If you are not able to access the 
campground, you will be dropped off at the Bus Stop. 
Vehicles must be attended at all times. Drivers and other 
passengers without valid wristbands must remain in the 

vehicle and can’t stay on site for longer than the period it 
takes to drop off passengers.

3. Once passengers have been dropped off, the vehicle 
must leave the site. To exit, drivers must follow directions 
of the Reception and Traffic Control teams, using 
The Low Road and the far left lane of the driveway.  
PLEASE BE PATIENT AND AWAIT INSTRUCTIONS.

UPON DEPARTURE
Passengers dropped off at the Bus Stop should return 
to the Bus Stop at Reception with all their belongings to 

board their bus at the specified time. Passengers dropped 
off at a campsite should send one passenger to the Bus 
Stop at Reception to meet their bus driver and escort the 
bus back to their campsite to collect their belongings and 
other passengers. Drivers must wait for clear instruction 
from the Traffic Control team to enter the campgrounds 
and/or to exit.

4. To exit, drivers must follow directions of the Reception 
and Traffic Control teams, using The Low Road and the far 
left lane of the driveway. PLEASE BE PATIENT AND AWAIT 
INSTRUCTIONS. 

DROP OFF & PICK UP DIRECTIONS

Estimated 
Departure Time:

What is your estimated arrival time on site? 
Bus arrivals are recommended before 10am or after 3pm.

Refer to the site map. Please note: camping is on a first come first served basis and is not reserved. Campground 
access for buses is available at the discretion of the Traffic Manager depending on bus specifications, site 
conditions and weather. If your preferred campground is not available, you will need to choose one that is or park 
your bus at the parking area at Reception and walk to your campsite from there. Thank you

WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE TO CAMP?  TICK BELOW

Map grid reference:
 MMF USE ONLY

Tom Mankeys

Bluegums  Limited access – drop off on the High Road.

Top Camp  Brougham, Kowloon, Premier, Kingswood, Belmont, The Falklands, Argentina, Eltham, Sanctuary Cove.

Bush Camp Not available for larger buses. For smaller buses please discuss your access with the bus team on arrival.

None of the above Thankyou, we will walk to our preferred campsite from the Bus Stop at Reception.

Your Name ____________________________________________

Booking Name, if different ________________________________

Email ________________________________________________

Number of passengers ___________________________________

Mobile # ___________________________________________________

Is this service on the Telstra network (recommended)?        Yes       No

Bus Driver’s Name ______________________________________

Bus Company Name _____________________________________

Bus length in metres (including trailers, if any) __________________

Identifying feature of bus _________________________________

Mobile # ___________________________________________________

Is this service on the Telstra network (recommended)?        Yes       No

Print out, fill out and email a photographed/scanned copy of the form through to our buses manager (buses@mmf.com.au) before you arrive.

Bring the original, filled out copy with you.


